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A study tested and compared 
Deppeler instruments and 
instruments that cannot be 
resharpened. The results show that, 

reprocessing cycles, all instruments 
have lost about 75% of their 

At this stage, if the practitioner uses 
an instrument that cannot be 
resharpened, the blunt instrument will 

If the practitioner uses a Deppeler 
instrument, the cutting edge can be 
resharpened to regain optimal 
sharpness and comfort.

Schmidlin et. al.: In vitro evaluation of 3 curettes with edge retention technology 
after extended use. SSO Journal 119: 1200-1207. (12/2009)
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A study tested and compared 
Deppeler instruments and 
instruments that cannot be 
resharpened. The results show that, 
after 1000 strokes on dentin and 
�ve reprocessing cycles, all 
instruments have lost about 75% of 
their e�ectiveness.

At this stage, if the practitioner uses 
an instrument that cannot be 
resharpened, the blunt instrument 
will continue losing its e�ciency.

If the practitioner uses a Deppeler 
instrument, the cutting edge can be 
resharpened to regain optimal 
sharpness and comfort.

WHY CHOOSE INSTRUMENTS 
THAT CAN BE RESHARPENED?

The working parts of 
resharpenable instruments are 

break in the patient mouth.

Flexibility

Resharpenable instruments 
need to be replaced less 
frequently. Their cost is lower 
in the long run.

Savings

In addition to having to 
purchase instruments less 
frequently, all-steel instruments 
are also easier to recycle.

Sustainability

A bare steel edge is more 

more �exible and less likely to

E�ciency

e�cient than a coated edge. 



SHARPENING METHODS

MANUALLY

Maintain the cutting edges of your scalers and curettes until the end of their life cycle. 

without any facets, serrated edges, or burrs.

Designed for visual guidance and easy control of the sharpening angle.
1 coach for universal curettes and scalers, 1 coach speci�cally for Gracey curettes. 
Suitable for all brands.

How to use an 
Easy Sharp Coach?

How to use an 
Easy Sharp Device?

WITH A COACH

Arkansas Hard Black

For regular 
sharpening

ref. ESS1 

Natural stones 

Arkansas Translucent

Finest quality
For faster sharpening 
and better results

Silicone Carbide

For titanium instruments
and very blunt steel
instruments

ref. ESS4

WITH A MACHINE
Easy Sharp Device

ref. ESS3A

With Deppeler’s foolproof Easy Sharp solutions, sharpen your instruments easily and e�ectively,

Easy Sharp Coach
ref. ESC

ref. ESD
Designed for maximum precision of the sharpening angle and 
optimal control of the movement.
The cutting edge feels brand-new, back to its original state. 
Suitable for Deppeler instruments.



EASY SHARP COACH 

WWW.DEPPELER.CH

DEPPELERSA DEPPELER_INSTRUMENTS

ref. ESC
includes:
2 coaches (1 universal and 1 Gracey) 
1 Arkansas Hard Black stone ESS1 

ref. ESCPLUS 
includes:
2 coaches (1 universal and 1 Gracey) 
1 Arkansas translucent stone ESS3A
 

EASY SHARP DEVICE 

ref. ESD
includes:
Device
1 Arkansas Hard Black stone ESS1 

ref. ESDPLUS
includes:
Device
1 Arkansas translucent stone ESS3A

We recommend resharpening your instruments 
at least once every 5 to 8 treatments.
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